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/
Email: Denise@graftonchildcare.co.uk

Thomas the Tank Engine - Monday 9th April - Friday 4th May 2018
EU GDPR - General Data
Protection Regulations
The new EU General Data
Protection Regulations – GDPR
which comes into force on
25th May 2018 represents a
significant modernisation of
data protection law and one
that takes into account
significant new developments
in technology and new uses of
personal data that simply did
not exist at the time of the
current legislation, the Data
Protection Act 1998.
An essential starting point for
Grafton Childcare in
complying with the GDPR, and
being able to demonstrate
that compliance, is a data
protection audit, assessing
the current state of play
within Grafton Childcare,
determining the degree to
which our current practices
align with the requirements
set down in the GDPR, and
identifying areas for
improvement. We are in the
process of completing this
audit and will begin updating
our practices once this has
been fully completed.

Expressive Arts & Design
Development
Exploring and Using Media and
Materials; Being Imaginative:
Our topic for April is going to be based on the classic
Thomas the Tank Engine stories written by the Rev. W.
Awdry between 1945 and 1972. Along with a week long
focus between the 16th - 20th April focusing on Earth
Day which this year falls on the 22nd April.
If time allows this month, we may also enjoy some of
the books written by his son Christopher Awdry
between 1983 and 2011. As always please remember to
check out our blog for in depth details of our plans,
which we will upload each weekend for the week ahead.
www.wordpress.graftonchildcare.com

During this week the children will be enjoying listening
to many of the original 26 stories written by the
Reverend W. Awdry which he created
in 1943 for his son Christopher as
bedtime stories whilst he was
recovering
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9th April - 13th April 2018

Expressive Arts & Design

Phonics Pots
Thomas the Tank
Engine & Friends

Exploring and Using Media and Materials;
Being Imaginative:

9th April - ’E’ for Edward
inspired by Edward the blue Furness
Railway K2 class mixed-traffic engine.

16th April - ‘'Q' for Quarry Trucks
inspired by the Anopha Quarry Trucks

23rd April - ‘L’ for the Lynton Vans
inspired by the Lynton Barnstaple Railway
Vans in the Classic Series

30th April - ‘I’ for Iron Bert
inspired by Iron Bert the diesel engine

Please remember that all
items must fit inside your
child’s Phonics Pot with the lid
on, so we do not loose any of
your items at Nursery thank
you.

Thank You
We would like to thank all
of those parents who kindly
sent

back

their

child’s

‘Baking Boxes’ so that they
could be used again.
We would also like to thank
Penny who very kindly
donated some winter coats,
sun-hats, welly boots and
washable

nappies,

your

donations are always very
welcome, thank you.

Development

Expressive arts and design here at Grafton
involves enabling children to explore and play
with a wide range of media and materials, as well
as providing lots of opportunities and
encouragement for them to share their thoughts,
ideas and feelings through a variety of activities in
art, music, movement, dance, role-play, and design
and technology.
Exploring and using media and materials: our
children sing lots of songs, enjoy creating music and
dance, and experimenting with numerous ways of
changing them. We focus on teaching the children to
safely use and explore a variety of materials, tools
and techniques, experimenting with colour, design,
texture, form and function, through for example our
regular Finger Gym, Messy Play and Danger Dads
sessions.
Being imaginative: We support and encourage the
children to use what they have learnt about media
and materials in original ways, thinking about their
uses and purposes. We enjoy supporting the children
to represent their own ideas, thoughts and feelings
through design and technology, art, music, dance,
role-play and of course through stories.
We believe that opportunities for role-play are
so important for all children which is why at
Grafton we have created two dedicated roleplay areas. Our smaller inside ‘Home Corner’
under the stairs and of course our large ‘Kid’s
Shed’ in the top of the playground which we
can transform so that it links in specifically
to each topic. We have just transformed
our ‘Kid’s Shed’, into our ‘Train Station
Ticket Office’, all of the necessary props
you would expect to find, e.g. Train Tickets,
Tills, Money, Train Time Tables, Seating etc..
/
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16th - 20th April 2018

Speaking
This week we shall be
focusing on Earth Day which
this year falls on the 22nd
April. We will also be
developing the children’s
speaking skills so they will in
time flourish and blossom
with the skills to express
themselves effectively, whilst
showing the awareness of
their listeners’ needs. They
will grow in confidence to
accurately use past, present
and future forms accurately
when talking about events
during our daily ‘Circle Time’
sessions and whilst engaging in
numerous, ‘Small World RolePlay’ sessions. This week for
Earth Day the children will be
introduced to our wooden ECO
small world play props for a
whole host of tasks, e.g.
creating number lines and
small world play activities.
During all of which they will
be given the opportunity to
retell the story of Precious
Waste in their very own
words.

This week please could
your child bring into
Nursery one item which
they can sort and place
into our recycling
containers. This activity
will help to embed our
Recycling focus for
World Earth Day.

Communication and
Language Development

Listening and Attention; Understanding; Speaking:
Communication and Language development here at
Grafton involves giving our children lots of
opportunities to experience a rich language
environment; to develop their confidence and skills in
expressing themselves; and to speak and listen in a
whole range of situations.kkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkj
Listening and attention: throughout our children’s
time at Grafton we will be actively developing their
skills so that they are able to listen attentively in a
range of situations. The children are given daily
opportunities to listen to stories, songs and rhymes. As
they become familiar with popular stories linked to our
topics they will develop the skills to accurately
anticipate some of the key events and respond to what
they hear with relevant comments, questions or actions.
They will also be developing the ability to give their
attention to what others say and respond appropriately,
while engaged in other activities, these are all vital
skills for ‘school readiness’.
Understanding: as part of the Communication and
Language aspect of Understanding we will be supporting
the children so that they can start to develop the skills
needed to follow instructions involving several ideas or
actions. So that in time they will be able to confidently
answer ‘how’ and ‘why’ questions about their
experiences and in response to stories or events.
Parents can support their children to develop these
skills by remembering to support their children during
our daily, ‘Circle Time’ sessions when the children share
their ‘Wow Card’s, ‘Phonics Pots’ and any exciting ‘News’
from home e.g. you may have emailed a photo to Denise
of your child helping you take out the recycling or going
for a walk along the beach whilst collecting litter.
These are all things you child will enjoy talking about
and being questioned about by their peers. If they are
able to bring in a Photo, Certificate or Artefact which
is in some way linked to our Earth Day topic, well that
would be just wonderful, thank you.
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23rd - 27th April 2018

Health and Self-care:
We help to reinforce the
children’s knowledge of the
importance for them to
maintain good health and the
need to engage in lots of
regular physical exercise,
whilst having a healthy diet,
by talking about ways for
them to be healthy and safe.
We encourage all of the
children to manage their own
basic hygiene and personal
needs successfully,
including dressing and
going to the toilet
independently. For
example by practising
our regular throwing and
catching games with our
range of balls and
beanbags your children
will be developing the
muscles and skills they need
to be able to wipe
themselves correctly after
toileting. We teach the
children a neat trick so that
they can put their own coats
on themselves once they are
two years old. Ask your child
to show you ‘Grafton’s Coat
Trick’!
We practice lots of ‘Finger
Gym Activities’, Gary and
Lara are regularly coming up
with cunning new plans, such
as learning to correctly hold
and use our scissors which
helps to strengthen and
develop the muscles the
children will need for a
secure pencil grip. This is
yet another vital skill for
‘school readiness’.

Physical Development
Moving and Handling;
Health and self-care:
We support the children’s Physical Development here at
Grafton Childcare by providing lots of opportunities for
all of our children to be active and interactive; and to
develop their co-ordination, control, and movement. We
also strive to help them to understand the importance
of physical activity, and why they should try to make
healthy choices in relation to food. Our weekly Tatty
Bumpkin Yoga Sessions help to reinforce our message.
Moving and Handling:
To support the children to gain good control and coordination in large and small movements and to
develop their ability to move confidently in a
range of ways, whilst safely negotiating spaces.
We shall be setting out some of our huge obstacle
courses in the playground. But this week they will
have a Thomas the Tank Engine theme using our
Community Playthings Blocks and Planks and our
new mini Go Cart Tires as extra materials for our
courses.
To support the children’s developing ability to handle
various pieces of equipment and tools effectively,
including pencils for writing we have planned an
assortment of activities using our knifes, to cut up
their fruit for our fresh fruit smoothies and scissors in
some of our Finger Gym activities. Please read the
planning on our weekly blog for more details of
individual activities we hope to complete.
Tatty Bumpkin Yoga Classes Inspired by Children:
The Preschoolers are continuing to enjoy our Summer
Term Yoga classes on Friday mornings, the cost of
these classes are 100% covered by parents existing
‘Additional Services and Consumables Charges’ so there
will be no additional fees to pay for those
children who will be taking part. Please
remember to send your children to
Grafton Childcare in suitable clothing
so that they are able to join in fully
with all of our physical activities. e.g.
No dungarees, or thick and chunky
clothing, they need to be able to
move freely, thank you.
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Payment of Childcare Fees
A few parents sadly paid March’s
childcare fees late e.g. not on or
before the 29th March. Please
make arrangements to pay May’s
childcare fees on or before
Thursday 31st May. This also
includes if you part pay your
childcare fees via Childcare
Vouchers and the Governments
Tax Free Childcare scheme,
remember you must allow 3
working days for these payments
to clear into our account and not
action your payments on the 31st
May, as these will not be
received till the 5th or 6th June.

Making Relationships
Making relationships is a vital
part of the children’s Personal,
Social and Emotional
Development. Learning how to
play cooperatively and taking
turns with others is vital. They
will over time learn to take
account of one another’s ideas
about how to organise their
activities. They will develop the
skills needed to show sensitivity
to others’ needs and feelings, and
form positive relationships with
the staff and other children.
This week we have one of our
messy play sessions planned with
our play tray filled with dried
lentils into which we shall add
some of our Brio Trains. The
children will use the trains to
create their own trackways
through the dried lentils. Our
play trays present a wonderful
relaxed opportunity for the
children to develop their
cooperative small world role-play
skills in a smaller intimate space.
We will be scaffolding this
learning by developing role-play
opportunities in the Kid’s Shed
and adding props such as train
tickets, tills & phones to bring
our Train Station Ticket Office
to life.
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Personal, Social and
Emotional Development
Self-confidence & Self-awareness: Managing Feelings &
Behaviour: Making Relationships:
Personal, Social and Emotional Development here at
Grafton Childcare involves our helping the children to
develop a positive sense of themselves, and others; to
form positive relationships and develop respect for
others; to develop social skills and learn how to manage
their feelings; to understand appropriate behaviour in
groups; and to have confidence in their own abilities.
These skills will also develop their ‘School Readiness’.
Self-confidence and Self-awareness: We shall be
supporting the children so they are able to gain the
confidence to try new activities, and say why they like
some activities more than others. During our regular
‘Circle Time’ sessions we support their developing
confidence to speak in familiar groups, to talk about
their ideas, and give them the confidence to choose the
resources they need for their chosen activities. But
most importantly we give them the confidence to let us
know when they do or don’t need help. This week we will
be using our Tolo Toys Train Set, as well as our ‘Train
Station Ticket Office’ role-play opportunities to
support these skills.
Managing Feelings and Behaviour: We will be using our
set of Thomas the Tank Engine stories, and our Train
Ride story sack to encourage the children to talk about
how they and others show feelings, talk about their own
and others’ behaviour, and its consequences, and know
that sometimes some behaviour is unacceptable.
During their time at Grafton Childcare the children are
provided with many opportunities to work as part of a
small group, and learn to understand and follow rules.
Over time they will learn to adjust their behaviour
to different situations, and take changes of
routine in their stride. For example learning to
take turns with some of our pieces of equipment
and toys and learning that they need to treat
some equipment gently. e.g. This week the
children will be using our baking equipment to
create our Thomas inspired cookies helping to
develop good listening and turn taking skills.
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Recycle Plastic Bags:
Most people think that
plastic bags and packaging
cannot be recycled and
have to go in the black
bin. But today we’re
sharing a tip that will
help you slim your bin!
We have slimmed our
rubbish to such an
extent we have now
downsized from our 180
litre dustbin down to a
dinky 120 litre dustbin.
Did you know you can
actually recycle quite a few
types of plastic packaging?
Carrier bags, Bread bags,
toilet paper and kitchen
towel wrappers and plastic
magazine and catalogue
wrapping, plastic cereal
bags e.g. porridge oats
bags (not inners from
boxed cereals), plastic
wrappers and ring joiners
from cans and plastic
bottles and plastic freezer
bags. In fact any plastic
that is stretchy can be
recycled at Sainsburys and
Tesco in their carrier bag
recycling points, however
Asda do not!
If you shop online
Sainsbury and Tesco will
collect all your plastic bags
for you when they deliver
your shopping.
Sadly at the moment, crisp
packets, food and drink
pouches and cling film or
any other bags that give a
crinkly sound when you
squash them cannot be
recycled.
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Reduce, Reuse, Recycle!
This month we are continuing with our environmental
focus and striving to cut out as many of the
one use products as possible which we use as a
family and here at Grafton Childcare with the
children. This links in well with the fact that the
22nd April is Earth Day.
We imagine that it will have a higher profile than
in previous years with the amount of attention that
the damage waste caused by one use bottles and
other plastics are causing to our planet.
So what have we put in place since our March
newsletter to help reduce, reuse and recycle:We have swopped over to using only 100% A4 recycled
paper for all newsletters and invoices.
We have found a supplier of envelopes made from
100% recycled paper to use when sending out our
newsletters and invoices. nnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnn
We have stopped putting plastics bags and packaging
into our dustbin, but recycle them at Sainsburys. See
the article on the left for more details.
Teignbridge District Council have very kindly popped
around and swopped our large 180 Litre dustbin for
one of their smaller 120 Litre dustbins
We have replaced the use of one use disposable bed
pads to some lovely washable and reusable sheets made
by Hippychick.com
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Grafton Childcare’s Short Term Topics & Themes
Summer Term (1)
Thomas the Tank Engine & Friends
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Mon. 28th May - Fri. 1st June is Half-term for our handful of Term-time only Funded Children
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Mon. 27th August - Fri. 31st August Grafton Childcare will be closed for our Summer Holiday and will reopen on
Monday 3rd September 2018 for the beginning of our Autumn Term.

